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A Monte Carlo �MC� simulation in the isobaric-multithermal �MuTh� ensemble has been carried out for a
bulk Lennard-Jones fluid system that consists of 108 particles. The MuTh weight factor which we determined
turned out to be reliable for the temperature and pressure range from �T� , P��= �T0

� , P0
��= �2.09,7.25� to

�T� , P��= �0.417,1.45� along P� /T�= P0
� /T0

�. Thermodynamic quantities calculated from the MuTh MC pro-
duction run by the reweighting techniques showed the discontinuous change, which is the feature of the
first-order phase transition. The radial distribution functions suggest that the transition takes place between
liquid and solid states. Two distinct local maxima were observed in the obtained contour representations of the
probability distribution at T�=1.04 and P�=3.63, which is the phase transition point along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional canonical simulations of complex systems
with many degrees of freedom tend to get tapped at low
temperatures in local minimum states on the potential energy
surface. The multicanonical �MuCa� algorithm �1,2� has been
introduced in order to overcome this multiple-minima prob-
lem and has been applied to study first-order phase transi-
tions �1–16� �for recent reviews, see Refs. �17,18��. The al-
gorithm is based on an artificial, non-Boltzmann weight
factor and performs a free one-dimensional random walk in
the potential energy space, which allows the simulation to
avoid getting trapped in states of energy local minima. More-
over, one can calculate the expectation values of thermody-
namic quantities as functions of temperature by applying the
single-histogram reweighting techniques �19� to the results
of one long production run. Hence, the MuCa ensemble can
be considered to be the isochoric-multithermal ensemble.

The feature of the MuCa algorithm was recently extended
into three generalized isobaric-isothermal algorithms, which
are referred to as the multibaric-isothermal �MuBa�, isobaric-
multithermal �MuTh�, and multibaric-multithermal �Mu-
BaTh� algorithms �20,21�. These algorithms allow the simu-
lations to escape from any states of energy local minima, and
one can obtain various isobaric-isothermal ensembles and
calculate the expectation values of thermodynamic quantities
as functions of any temperature and pressure by applying the
reweighting techniques to the results of one long production
run. The MuBa Monte Carlo �MC� simulation performs a
random walk in the volume space under the given tempera-
ture T0. The MuTh MC simulation performs a random walk
in the potential energy space along the line P /T= P0 /T0,
where P0 is the given pressure. The MuBaTh MC simulation
performs a random walk in both potential energy space and
volume space. Therefore, the reweighting techniques are em-
ployed in the restricted temperature T0 for the MuBa en-
semble, and in the restricted pressure-temperature ratio
P /T= P0 /T0 for the MuTh ensemble, while there is no re-

striction for pressure and temperature for the MuBaTh en-
semble. The most outstanding feature of these generalized-
ensemble algorithms lies in the following fact. While one
cannot see two distinct configurational phases coexisting in
the same simulation for the conventional molecular simula-
tion method at constant pressure and temperature �22�, these
new algorithms allow the simulation to visit both phases
across the phase transition point many times within a single
run. Hence, one can study the transition states of phase tran-
sition in detail.

A Lennard-Jones fluid system is one of typical systems
with first-order phase transitions �7,10,15,16,20,21,23–31�.
In previous works, we have investigated the phase transition
of the argon �Lennard-Jones� fluid by using the MuCa MC
method �15,16�. One of the problems of this method was that
the pressure of the system changed from 0.61 GPa �P�

=14.6� to zero as temperature varied from 250 K �T�

=2.09� to 50 K �T�=0.417� because the number of particles
and volume were fixed in the MuCa ensemble. The transition
temperature was 148 K �T�=1.24� at 0.30 Gpa �P�=7.25�
�15�. Besides, most of the experimental data are obtained
under constant pressure, especially under 1 atm. In the
present study, we investigated the liquid-solid phase transi-
tion under constant pressure. We applied the MuTh MC
method �20� to the bulk Lennard-Jones system and investi-
gated the changes in thermodynamic quantities across the
phase transition point from P�=2.42 to 7.25.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the MuTh
MC method is briefly described. We report the results of the
MuTh MC simulation of a Lennard-Jones system in Sec. III.
Conclusions follow in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Although the MuTh algorithm, which is an extension of
multicanonical algorithm to the isobaric-multithermal en-
semble, is explained elsewhere �20�, we give a short over-
view in this section for completeness.
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A. Canonical and N-P-T MC simulations

In the canonical �conventional N-V-T� ensemble, the
probability distribution PB�E ;T0� of the potential energy E
under temperature T0 is given by the product of the density
of states n�E� and the Boltzmann weight factor wB�E ;T0�,

PB�E;T0� � n�E�wB�E;T0� = n�E,V�exp�− �0E� , �1�

where �0 is the inverse temperature 1 /kBT0 with the Boltz-
mann constant kB and temperature T0 and PB�E ;T0,�dE is the
probability of finding the system in interval E and E+dE.
Because n�E� is a rapidly increasing function and wB�E ;T0�
decreases exponentially, PB�E ;T0� generally has a bell-like
shape.

Here, we consider a system that consists of N particles
with total potential energy E. A conventional MC simulation
is performed with the usual Metropolis criterion �32�. In the
canonical MC simulation, the transition probability of state x
with potential energy E to state x� with potential energy E� is
given by

w�x → x�� = �1, for �WNVT � 0,

exp�− �WNVT�, for �WNVT � 0,
� �2�

where �WNVT���E�−E�.
In the conventional N-P-T ensemble, the probability dis-

tribution PNPT�E ,V ;T0 , P0� of the potential energy E and
volume V under pressure P0 and temperature T0 is given by
the product of the density of states n�E ,V� and the N-P-T
weight factor wNPT�E ,V ;T0 , P0�:

PNPT�E,V;T0,P0� � n�E,V�wNPT�E,V;T0,P0�

= n�E,V�exp�− �0�E + P0V�� , �3�

where the N-P-T weight factor is the product of the Boltz-
mann weight factor and exp�−�0P0V�. Since n�E ,V� is a
rapidly increasing function and wNPT�E ,V ;T0 , P0� decreases
exponentially, PNPT�E ,V ;T0 , P0� generally has also a bell-
like shape in the E-V space. In the MC simulation in the
N-P-T ensemble, the transition probability of state x with
potential energy E and volume V to state x� with potential
energy E� and volume V� is given by

w�x → x�� = �1 for �WNPT � 0,

exp�− �WNPT� for �WNPT � 0,
� �4�

where

�WNPT � ��E� − E� + �0P0�V� − V� − N ln�V�

V
	 . �5�

The conventional MC simulation is carried out by generating
a Markov chain of states which follows the ensemble. Thus,
the expectation value of a physical quantity � is given by


�� =
1

NS
�
k=1

NS

��k�, �6�

where NS is the total number of the samples and ��k� is � at
the kth sample.

B. MuTh MC simulations

In the MuTh ensemble, each state is weighted by an arti-
ficial, non-Boltzmann weight factor wMuTh�E�, which we re-
fer to as the MuTh weight factor, so that a uniform potential
energy distribution may be obtained under the constant pres-
sure P0,

 dVPMuTh�E,V;P0�� dVn�E,V�exp�− �0P0V�wMuTh�E�

� nMuTh�E�wMuTh�E� � const, �7�

where we denote �dVn�E ,V�exp�−�0P0V� as nMuTh�E� and
we can treat nMuTh�E� of the MuTh ensemble like n�E� of the
multicanonical ensemble. The flat artificial energy distribu-
tion implies that a one-dimensional free random walk in the
potential energy space is realized. The random walk allows
the system to escape from any local-minimum-energy states
and to sample the configurational space much more widely
with a smaller number of simulation steps than the conven-
tional MC or molecular dynamics methods.

According to the definition in Eq. �7�, the MuTh weight
factor wMuTh�E� is inversely proportional to �dVn�E ,V�exp�
−�0P0V� and can be written as follows:

wMuTh�E� � exp�−
Smic�E�

kB
	 =

1

 dVn�E,V�exp�− �0P0V�

�
1

nMuTh�E�
, �8�

where Smic�E� is the entropy in the microcanonical ensemble,

Smic�E� = kB ln dVn�E,V�exp�− �0P0V� � kB ln nMuTh�E� ,

�9�

and we can write the inverse temperature ��=1 /kBT� as fol-
lows:

� =
1

kB

dSmic�E�
dE

. �10�

The relation between Smic�E� in Eqs. �8� and �9� and Emt�E�
in Eq. �30� of Ref. �20� for the MuTh algorithm is
Smic�E� /kB=�0Emt�E�. Since the density of states nMuTh�E� of
the system is usually unknown, the MuTh weight factor must
be determined numerically by iterations of short preliminary
runs. In the present study, we employed the iterative proce-
dure in Ref. �33� as well as the single-histogram �19� and
multiple-histogram �34,35� reweighting techniques.

A MuTh MC simulation is also performed with the usual
Metropolis criterion �32�: The transition probability of state x
with potential energy E and volume V to state x� with poten-
tial energy E� and volume V� is given by

w�x → x�� = �1 for �WMuTh � 0,

exp�− �WMuTh� for �WMuTh � 0,
�

�11�

where
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�WMuTh �
Smic�E�� − Smic�E�

kB
+ �0P0�V� − V� − N ln�V�

V
	 .

�12�

Note that ��E�−E� in Eq. �5� for the N-P-T ensemble
changes into Smic�E��−Smic�E� / kB in the MuTh ensemble.

Once the MuTh weight factor �equivalently the entropy
Smic�E�� is determined, one performs a long MuTh produc-
tion run. By tracing the potential energy surface during the
simulation, the global-minimum energy state can be identi-
fied. Moreover, adopting the reweighting techniques, the
probability distribution PNPT�E ,V ;T , P� and the expectation
value of a physical quantity � at any temperature
T�=1 /kB�� and pressure P are given by �see Eq. �7��

PNPT�E,V;T,P� � n�E,V�exp�− ��E + PV��

= HMuTh�E,V;P0�wMuTh
−1 �E�exp��0P0V�

�exp�− ��E + PV�� �13�

and


��NPT =
 dE dV��E,V�PNPT�E,V;T,P�

 dE dVPNPT�E,V;T,P�
, �14�

respectively, where HMuTh�E ,V ; P0� is the histogram of the
distribution of E and V obtained for the MuTh production
run.

C. Computational details

We set 108 particles in a cubic cell with periodic bound-
ary conditions. A pair of particles with distance rij interact
through the Lennard-Jones pair potential

	�rij� = 4
�� �

rij
	12

− � �

rij
	6� . �15�

Hereafter, the length and energy are scaled in units of
Lennard-Jones diameter � and the depth of the potential 
,
respectively. We use an asterisk for the reduced quantities
such as the reduced distance r�=r /�, the reduced energy
E�=E /
, the reduced volume V�=V /�3, the reduced pres-
sure P�= P�3 /
, the reduced temperature T�=kBT /
, and the
reduced number density ��=� /�3.

The total potential energy of the system that consists of N
particles is given by

E� = �
i=1

N−1

�
j�i

N

	��rij
� � , �16�

where the interactions of all particles are truncated at one-
half of a length of the edge size rc�=L /2� and the potential
energy is corrected by the following equation:

EN
c� =

8

9
N���� 1

rc
�	9

− 3� 1

rc
�	3� . �17�

The MuTh weight factor was determined for the energy
range below E�=−4.78 that corresponds to the temperature
range T��2.09 under the initial pressure of P�=7.25. Ther-
modynamic quantities were calculated by the reweighting
techniques in Eqs. �13� and �14�. For instance, heat capacity
CP was calculated from the following equation:

CP
� =


H�2�NPT − 
H��NPT
2

T�2 , �18�

where the enthalpy H� is given by H�=E�+ P�V� and the
given pressure in the reweighting formula P� is used as pres-
sure for the calculation.

Applying the reweighting formulas in Eqs. �13� and �14�,
the pressure in the N-P-T ensemble is also estimated at any
temperature T� and pressure P� by the following equation:


P��NPT =
 dE� dV�Ptemp

� �E�,V��PMuTh�E�,V�;P0�
� �wMuTh

−1 �E��exp��0
�P0

�V��exp�− ���E� + P�V���

 dE� dV�PMuTh�E�,V�;P0
��wMuTh

−1 �E��exp��0
�P0

�V��exp�− ���E� + P�V���
, �19�

where

Ptemp
� �E�,V�� = Pins

� + Pc� �20�

as ���E� ,V�� in Eq. �14�. Here, the instantaneous pressure
Pins

� is given by

Pins
� =

NT�

Vins
� +

1

3Vins
� �

i=1

N−1

�
j�i

N

rij
� f ij

� , �21�

where f ij
� is the pair force acting on atom i due to atom j, Vins

�

is the instantaneous volume of the system, and T� is the

temperature that is obtained from Eq. �10�. The contribution
of the particles beyond the truncation at rc in pressure is
corrected by the following equation:

Pc�
=

16

9
��2�2� 1

rc
�	9

− 3� 1

rc
�	3� . �22�

To investigate the change in pressure of the system during
the MuTh MC simulation, the average pressure is also cal-
culated with the MuTh weight factor wMuTh�E�� by the fol-
lowing equation:
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P��therm =
 dE� dV�Ptemp

� �E�,V��PMuTh�E�,V�;P0
��wMuTh

−1 �E��exp�− ��E��

 dE� dV�PMuTh�E�,V�;P0
��wMuTh

−1 �E��exp�− ��E��
. �23�

Here, Eq. �23� becomes exactly the same equation as the reweighting techniques for pressure in the N-P-T ensemble in Eq.
�19� when P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�.

Calculating free energy and entropy by the ordinary molecular simulation methods requires a lot of effort. In the MuTh
ensemble, the Gibbs free energy G� at temperature T��=��−1� and pressure P� is obtained by the following equation:

G��T�,P�� = − ��−1 ln Z , �24�

where Z is the partition function and is expressed as

Z = dE� dV�n�E�,V��exp�− ���E� + P�V��� = dE� dV�PMuTh�E�,V�;P0
��wMuTh

−1 �E��exp��0
�P0

�V��exp�− ���E� + P�V���

�25�

in the MuTh algorithm. We remark that the conventional
N-P-T ensemble simulation cannot give accurate free energy
G for Eq. �24� for low T� and high P�, because the simula-
tion will get trapped in states of local minima. Entropy is
also one of the physical quantities that are difficult to calcu-
late by the ordinary computer simulation methods. The en-
tropy in the N-P-T ensemble at temperature T� and pressure
P� is simply calculated by the relation G�=H�−T�S�:

S��T�,P�� = −
G��T�,P�� − H��T�,P��

T�
, �26�

where H��T� , P��= 
H��NPT, and the reweighting formulas in
Eqs. �13� and �14� were used with �=H�.

One MC sweep is defined to consist of 108 coordinate
updates of a randomly chosen particle and a random volume
change with the Metropolis evaluation for each update. All
calculations were performed with our own computer code.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. MuTh weight factor

Figure 1 shows the best estimate of the microcanonical
entropy Smic

� �E�� that is related to the MuTh weight factor as
in Eq. �8�. The entropy shows a depression in its curvature
around E�=−6.55 which is the border between two phases.
The “time series” of total potential energy from the MuTh
MC production run is shown in Fig. 2�a�. We indeed see a
random walk between E�=−8.02 and −4.78. The energy re-
gion is divided into two parts around E�=−6.55, and the
significant transitions between these two regions took place
at least 10 times during the MuTh MC production run.

The MuTh MC simulation is equivalent to a parallel run
of conventional N-P-T ensembles at many �T� , P��’s. As we
describe in Sec. III C, the potential energy fluctuates in the
potential energy and volume space along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
� with

P0
�=7.25 and T0

�=2.09. To demonstrate the temperature and
pressure range of the present MuTh MC simulation, the

“time series” of total potential energy obtained by the con-
ventional MC simulations for the conventional N-P-T en-
semble with 5�107 MC sweeps at �T� , P��= �0.417,1.45�
and �T� , P��= �2.09,7.25� are shown in Fig. 2�b�. The poten-
tial energies fluctuate in the potential energy and volume
space under the restriction of �T� , P�� and ensemble averages
of �T� , P�� must be �2.09, 7.25�, and �0.417, 1.45�, respec-
tively. Comparing the energy regions covered between Figs.
2�a� and 2�b�, the MuTh MC production run covered a wide
temperature and pressure range, which is from �T� , P��
= �0.417,1.45� to �T� , P��= �2.09,7.25� in the vicinity of the
line P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�.

The histogram that was obtained by the MuTh MC pro-
duction run is shown in Fig. 3. Because the histogram is
directly proportional to �dVPMuTh�E ,V ; P0� in Eq. �7�, it is
ideally uniform. We observe a flat histogram in the energy
regions between E�=−8.02 and −6.58 and between E�=
−6.50 and −4.80, while we can see a kink around E�=
−6.55. This kink is apparently caused by infrequent transi-
tions between higher and lower energy regions. The magni-
tude of the histogram at the higher energy region is at least of
the same order as that at the lower energy region. We con-
clude that the MuTh ensemble is realized in the energy re-
gion between E�=−8.02 and −4.80.

B. Thermodynamic quantities

Some thermodynamic quantities were calculated as the
expectation values of physical quantities at every T�=4.17
�10−2 from 0.417 to 2.09 for P�=2.42, 3.63, 4.84, 6.05, and
7.25. Average volume, enthalpy, entropy, Gibbs free energy,
and heat capacity are shown in Fig. 4. These were obtained
by the MuTh MC production run by the reweighting tech-
niques in Eqs. �13� and �14�. We can observe the discontinu-
ous change for average volume, enthalpy, and entropy, the
change in the slope for Gibbs free energy, and a significant
peak for heat capacity. These “discontinuities” are the char-
acteristics of the first-order phase transitions and are at T�
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=Tc
�=1.29 for P�=7.25, at Tc

�=1.21 for P�=6.05, at Tc
�

=1.13 for P�=4.84, at Tc
�=1.04 for P�=3.63, and at Tc

�

=0.943 for P�=2.42. The transition temperature Tc
�=1.29 for

P�=7.25 agrees well with Tc
�=1.24 for P�=7.25 of the MuCa

simulation �15�. These values of �Tc
� , P�� are on the melting

line obtained from the simulation of the Lennard-Jones fluids
�24,26�.

The discontinuities in enthalpy at the phase transition
point are �Hc

�=1.7 for P�=7.25, �Hc
�=1.6 for P�=6.05,

�Hc
�=1.5 for P�=4.84, �Hc

�=1.4 for P�=3.63, and �Hc
�

=1.3 for P�=2.42, which agrees well with the thermody-
namic enthalpy �Hm=1.142 at melting point �Tm , Pm�
= �0.780,0.947� for the Lennard-Jones system �36�. The dis-
continuities in volume are approximately �Vc

��0.1 at every
transition temperature for every given pressure. The average
volume changes from V�=0.98 to V�=1.09 at Tc

�=1.13 for
P�=4.84, which agrees well with the change in the number
density of the Lennard-Jones fluid from ��=1.02 �V�=0.98�
of solid state to ��=0.938 �V�=1.07� of liquid state at Tc

�

=1.15 and P�=5.68 �37�. The discontinuity in entropy is ap-
proximately �Sc

�=1.3 at every transition temperature for ev-

ery given pressure, which agrees well with the thermody-
namic entropy �Sm=1.46 at melting point �Tm , Pm�
= �0.780,0.947� for the Lennard-Jones system �36,38�. Be-
sides, the difference in isochoric entropy between crystalline
and noncrystalline states of Lennard-Jones fluid was �Sc

�

=0.6 �39�, the discontinuity in isochoric entropy was �Sc
�

=0.57 in the MuCa simulation �15�, and the discontinuity in
the microcanonical entropy was �Smic,c

� =0.85 at �T� , P��
= �1.23,7.25� in the present simulation. We remark that the
differences in enthalpy and in entropy at the phase transition
point satisfy the thermodynamic relation �Sc

�=�Hc
� /Tc

�.
The slope of the phase boundary for melting �fusion� is

obtained from the Clapeyron equation

dP

dT
=

�fusH

T�fusV
. �27�

Therefore, the approximate equation of the solid-liquid
boundary becomes

P � P� +
�T − T���fusH

T��fusV
, �28�

when T is close to T�. By substituting �fusH=�Hc
�=1.4 and

�fusV=�Vc
��0.10 at T�=Tc

�=1.04 for P�= P�=3.63, the
equation becomes

P� � 14Tc
� − 10. �29�

This equation agrees well with the least-squares fit of the
melting temperatures under the given pressure P�,

P� = 13.9Tc
� − 10.8, �30�

which was obtained by the linear fitting in Fig. 6 below.

FIG. 1. Entropy as a function of total potential energy obtained
by the MuTh MC production run. We have set the value of entropy
to zero at E�=−8.17.

(a) (b)

X X X X

FIG. 2. Time series of total potential energy obtained by �a� a
long production run of the MuTh MC simulation and �b� the con-
ventional Monte Carlo calculations for N-P-T ensemble at
�T� , P��= �0.417,1.45� and �T� , P��= �2.09,7.25�. In �b�, the upper
curve corresponds to �T� , P��= �2.09,7.25�, while the lower curve
corresponds to �T� , P��= �0.417,1.45�.

FIG. 3. Histogram of the total potential energy distribution that
was obtained by the MuTh MC production run.
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Concerned with the relations among temperature, en-
thalpy and Gibbs free energy under the given pressure P�, we
confirmed that the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation is satisfied
�data not shown�,

�

�� 1

T�	�
G�

T� 	 = H�. �31�

Gibbs free energy increases �G��1.1 at any temperature as
the pressure becomes higher by �P�=1.21. Besides, the
pressure dependence of Gibbs free energy is approximated
by �G��Vm

� �P�. The change in Gibbs free energy �G� by

�P� is estimated as 1.2 when we use the molar volume as
Vm

� �1.0.
In order to confirm what kind of transition takes place, the

radial distribution functions �RDFs�, which are shown in Fig.
5, were calculated at T�=0.835, 1.04, and 1.25 for P�=3.63
from the MuTh MC production run by the reweighting tech-
niques. We observe four peaks at r�=1.10, 1.60, 1.95, and
2.26 in the RDF at T�=0.835, two peaks at r�=1.07 and 1.97
in the RDF at T�=1.04, and two peaks at r�=1.06 and 2.01 in
the RDF at T�=1.25. The RDF at T�=0.835 shows the char-
acteristic curve of the solid state of face-centered-cubic crys-
tal, and the RDF at T�=1.25 shows that of liquid state, and
the RDF at T�=1.04 shows the intermediate curves between
the two. Thus, we conclude that the first-order phase transi-

P*=4.84

P*=2.42

P*=3.63

P*=6.05

P*=7.25

(a)

P*=4.84

P*=2.42

P*=3.63

P*=6.05

P*=7.25

(b)

P*=4.84

P*=2.42

P*=3.63

P*=6.05
P*=7.25

(d)

(e)

P*=4.84

P*=2.42
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P*=7.25

P*=4.84
P*=2.42
P*=3.63

P*=6.05
P*=7.25

(c)

FIG. 4. Thermodynamic quantities obtained from the MuTh MC production run by the reweighting techniques for �a� average volume,
�b� enthalpy, �c� entropy, �d� Gibbs free energy, and �e� heat capacity. The expectation values were calculated for P�=2.42, 3.63, 4.84, 6.05,
and 7.25 at each T�=4.17�10−2 from 0.417 to 2.09. Heat capacities are shifted by 0.25 as pressure rises by P�=1.21 from 2.42 to 7.25.
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tion observed in the present simulation is the liquid-solid
phase transition.

C. Reliability of thermodynamic quantities
and probability distributions

The pressure 
P��NPT, as well as the other thermodynamic
properties discussed in the Sec. II B, was calculated from the
MuTh MC production run by the reweighting techniques in
Eq. �19�. In Fig. 6, we compare the calculated pressure

P��NPT with each given pressure P� in the reweighting for-
mula. In the temperature ranges from T�=1.17 to 2.09 for
P�=7.25, from T�=1.11 to 2.09 for P�=6.05, from T�

=0.695 to 2.09 for P�=4.84, from T�=0.723 to 1.46 for P�

=3.63, and from T�=0.417 to 1.01 for P�=2.42, the differ-
ence between the calculated pressure 
P��NPT and the given

pressure P� in the reweighting formula is within 5%. The
physical quantities for the given pressure P� are considered
to be reliable within these temperature ranges. The calculated
pressure 
P��NPT slowly converged to P�=4.78 at T�=2.09
for the given pressure of P�=2.42, 3.63 and 4.84, and gradu-
ally converged to P�=3.27 at T�=0.417 for the given pres-
sure of P�=7.25, 6.05, and 4.84. The physical quantities are
less reliable for these regions. Therefore, we conclude that
the stepwise changes in average volume, enthalpy, and en-
tropy and the weak peaks in heat capacity below T�=1.00 for
P�=6.05 and 7.25, which are shown in Figs. 4�a�–4�c� and
4�e�, are not to have the same origin as the first-order phase
transition, but are apart from the reliable temperature region.

Pressure 
P��therm, which is calculated from Eq. �23�, as a
function of temperature is also shown in Fig. 6. We see that
the pressure decays linearly from �T� , P��= �2.09,6.97� to
�T� , P��= �0.417,1.49�. The relation of P�=3.39T�+0.0161
is obtained by the least-squares fit, while the relation should
be P�=3.47T� from P� /T�= P0

� /T0
� as P0

�=7.25 and T0
�=2.09

in the present simulation. This corroborates with the fact that
the MuTh ensemble well samples the configurational space
in the restricted pressure-temperature ratio P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�.

The contour map of the probability distribution
PMuTh�E� ,V� ; P0

�� obtained by the MuTh MC production run
is shown in Fig. 7. The volume space does not spread over
uniformly but slightly changes by keeping some volume size
as the potential energy varies because the system is restricted
by the initial pressure P0 during the MuTh simulation. The
remarkable change in the volume space is observed around
the phase transition point. The changes in volume space are
�V�=0.11 at E�=−6.5 and �V�=0.07 at E�=−6.4.

The contour maps of the probability distribution
PNPT�E� ,V� ;T� , P�� are shown in Fig. 8. As the combination
of �T� , P�� along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�, we chose �T� , P��

= �0.417,1.45�, �T� , P��= �1.04,3.63�, and �T� , P��
= �2.09,7.25�. These distributions exactly coincide with the
probability distribution PMuTh�E� ,V� ; P0

�� in Fig. 7. This im-

FIG. 5. The radial distribution functions at T�=0.835, 1.04, and
1.25 for P�=3.63 which is obtained from the MuTh MC production
run by the reweighting techniques. The RDF at T�=0.835 is shown
by the solid line, at T�=1.25 is shown by the dashed line, and at the
transition temperature �T�=1.04� is shown by the dotted line.

P*=7.25

P*=6.05

P*=4.84

P*=3.63

P*=2.42

FIG. 6. Pressure as a function of temperature obtained from the
MuTh MC production run. �a� Pressure as thermodynamic quanti-
ties, 
P��NPT, that was calculated by the reweighting techniques for
each given pressure in the reweighting formula of P�=2.42, 3.63,
4.84, 6.05, and 7.25 are shown by solid lines, and �b� pressure

P��therm, which is calculated from Eq. �23�, is shown by the dotted
line. The expectation values were calculated at every T�=4.17
�10−2 from 0.417 to 2.09. Squares represent the transition points
obtained from the simulation results for each pressure.

FIG. 7. The contour representation of the probability distribu-
tion PMuTh�E� ,V� ; P0

�� in logarithmic scale that was obtained by the
MuTh MC production run. The curves are the counter map of
ln PMuTh�E� ,V� ; P0

��=−8,−10, and −12, and the outermost curve
corresponds to −12.
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plies that the simulation well sampled from �T� , P��
= �0.417,1.45� to �T� , P��= �2.09,7.25� along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�.

The probability distribution at �T� , P��= �1.04,3.63� is not
only along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
� but at the transition point. There-

fore, we can observe two minima at �E� ,V��= �−6.98,1.00�
and at �E� ,V��= �−6.10,1.10� and the saddle point at
�E� ,V��= �−6.54,1.05�.

The probability distributions PNPT�E� ,V� ;T� , P�� apart
from P� /T�= P0

� /T0
� were also investigated. We chose a pair

of �T� , P��= �0.835,2.42� and �T� , P��= �1.25,3.63� as the
combination of �T� , P�� below P� /T�= P0

� /T0
� and a pair of

�T� , P��= �0.835,3.63� and �T� , P��= �1.25,4.84� as the com-
bination of �T� , P�� above P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�. We observe each

minimum at �E� ,V��= �−7.28,1.00� for �T� , P��
= �0.835,2.42� and �E� ,V��= �−5.67,1.15� for �T� , P��
= �1.25,3.63� and the left-top distribution is lacking in both
distributions �see Fig. 8�b��. Whereas we can observe each
minimum at �E� ,V��= �−7.40,0.970� for �T� , P��
= �0.835,3.63� and �E� ,V��= �−5.83,1.10� for �T� , P��
= �1.25,4.84� and the right-bottom distribution is lacking in
both distributions �see Fig. 8�c��. This means that the prob-
ability distribution PNPT�E� ,V� ;T� , P�� shifts toward larger
V� for the combination of �T� , P�� below P� /T�= P0

� /T0
� and

toward smaller V� for the combination of �T� , P�� above
P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�. These probability distributions coincide with

the probability distribution PMuTh�E� ,V� ; P0
�� in Fig. 7. The

lack in the probability distributions originate from the con-
figurational space sampled in the MuTh MC simulation. The
choice of the combination of �T� , P�� far from P� /T�

= P0
� /T0

� leads to the serious lack in the probability distribu-
tion and also leads to unreliable physical quantities. Thus,
the expectation values of the physical quantities are reliable
for the configurational space along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�, whereas

the values are less reliable for the configurational space far
apart from P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper, we applied the MuTh MC method to
the bulk Lennard-Jones fluid to investigate the liquid-solid
phase transition. The phase transition between liquid and
solid state was observed as the “discontinuity” of thermody-
namic quantities. All the calculated phase transition tempera-
tures were within the reliable temperature range for each
given pressure, which is at P� /T� near P0

� /T0
�. The contour

map of the probability distribution at temperature T and pres-
sure P along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
� gives ordinary population and

that became waning as P� /T� apart from P0
� /T0

�. We can ob-
serve two distinct configurational spaces coexisting in the
probability distribution at the phase transition point along
P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�. The MuTh algorithm is a powerful simulation

method to overcome the multiple-minima problem in the
N-P-T ensemble and that is also applicable to the liquid-solid
phase transition in the isobaric condition.
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FIG. 8. The contour representation of the probability distribu-
tions PNPT�E� ,V� ;T� , P�� in logarithmic scale that was obtained
from the MuTh MC production run by the reweighting techniques
�a� along P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�, �b� below P� /T�= P0

� /T0
�, and �c� above

P� /T�= P0
� /T0

�. The curves are the counter map of
ln PNPT�E� ,V� ;T� , P��=−6,−8,−10, and −12 and the outermost
curve corresponds to −12 in each figure.
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